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 --------------------------------------------------------------- X 
 

Plaintiff Gemini Trust Company, LLC (“Gemini”), as and for its Complaint against 

Defendants Digital Currency Group, Inc. (“DCG”) and Barry Silbert allege as follows. 

NATURE OF THE ACTION 

1. This lawsuit is about fraud. The assets involved—bitcoin and other 

cryptocurrencies—are relatively novel, but the fraud and deception committed by Defendants are 

all too familiar. Defendants DCG and Silbert engaged in a fraudulent scheme to induce a variety 

of depositors, including Gemini users for whom Gemini acted as custodian and agent, to continue 

to lend huge amounts of cryptocurrency and U.S. Dollars to DCG’s subsidiary Genesis Global 

Capital, LLC (“Genesis”). This lawsuit seeks to recover from Defendants the damages and losses 

that Gemini has incurred as a direct result of DCG’s and Silbert’s false, misleading, and incomplete 

representations and omissions to Gemini, and Defendants’ role in encouraging and facilitating 

Genesis’s fraud against Gemini. Gemini is separately pursuing its claims against Genesis in 

Genesis’s pending bankruptcy proceeding under Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code.  

2. Hundreds of thousands of Gemini users elected to provide loans to Genesis 

pursuant to the Gemini Earn Program (such users, the “Gemini Earn Lenders”) under the terms of 
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master loans agreements (the “Gemini Earn MLAs”), among Genesis, each Gemini Earn Lender, 

and Gemini as custodian and agent for those Gemini Earn Lenders. Genesis obtained these loans 

(and loans from other depositors) for the stated purpose of lending the assets on to other 

counterparties in the market. Genesis charged those counterparties higher rates than it paid to its 

depositors, allowing Genesis to earn the difference as profit. 

3. From the beginning, Genesis—acting in concert with Defendants and with 

Defendants’ active support and encouragement—induced the Gemini Earn Lenders to lend by 

touting Genesis’s purportedly robust risk-management practices and a supposedly thorough 

vetting process of the counterparties to which it re-lent the assets. Those were lies. As it turned 

out, Genesis was recklessly lending huge amounts to a counterparty that Defendants knew was 

using these huge amounts to fuel a risky arbitrage trading strategy. DCG and Silbert were all too 

willing to facilitate feeding that counterparty billions of dollars’ worth of Gemini Earn Lenders’ 

assets, because this arbitrage had the effect of massively increasing assets in the Grayscale Bitcoin 

Trust BTC (“the Bitcoin Trust”), an investment trust managed by Grayscale Investments, LLC 

(“Grayscale”), another DCG subsidiary. As that trust swelled by billions of dollars’ worth of 

bitcoin, so too did the improbably large fees Grayscale earned for managing it—totaling a 

staggering $615.42 million in 2021 alone, a windfall that inured to the benefit of DCG and Silbert. 

4. In early 2021, the arbitrage strategy began to fail, causing Genesis’s loan 

counterparty to incur significant losses. Ironically, the strategy faltered in large part because 

Defendants were intent on preserving the giant fees the Bitcoin Trust was generating. Did 

Defendants or Genesis disclose the enormity of Genesis’s exposure to a single counterparty now 

sitting on a rapidly imploding arbitrage trade? No. Did they begin immediately taking steps to 

unwind that exposure, increase collateral calls, and otherwise resolve the escalating liability? No. 
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Quite to the contrary, Defendants and Genesis allowed that counterparty to keep those enormous 

obligations outstanding for another whole year, continuing to reap huge fees on the loan portfolio 

at Genesis and on the ballooned Bitcoin Trust. Meanwhile, Genesis continued to borrow 

cryptocurrency assets from Gemini Earn Lenders, again representing that Defendants were careful 

risk managers. More lies. 

5. In late spring 2022, the music stopped. A Singapore-based hedge fund named Three 

Arrows Capital (“3AC”) collapsed and entered liquidation proceedings. And so began a series of 

cascading events that led to the present situation. Flouting its representations about risk 

management and careful vetting of counterparties, Genesis in fact had outstanding loans to 3AC 

totaling $2.3 billion. Over the days and weeks that followed, it also emerged that the collateral 

held against those loans—which Genesis had represented was generally valued at 80% of its 

exposure to 3AC—was worth less than 50% of the outstanding liability. In yet another irony, at 

least some of that missing collateral value was again the result of Defendants’ refusal to disturb 

the giant fee-making investment trust that 3AC’s arbitrage strategy had been feeding.1 By mid-

July 2022, it was revealed that, even after accounting for the value of available collateral, Genesis 

had lost approximately $1.2 billion on its reckless loans to 3AC—an amount that rendered Genesis 

insolvent by hundreds of millions of dollars.  

                                                 
1 Some of the collateral Genesis held against the 3AC loans were shares of the Bitcoin Trust 

that Defendants managed, but the value of those trust shares had been plummeting because 
Defendants refused to allow trust shares to be converted back into bitcoin (which would have 
reduced the asset base on which Defendants were earning management fees). In mid-June 2022, 
shortly after 3AC’s collapse, shares of the trust were trading at a roughly 30% discount to the price 
of the bitcoin in the trust, making the whole of the trust worth less than the sum of its parts. 
(Remarkably, Defendants charge their management fees based on the full value of the bitcoin in 
the trust, not on the market value of the trust shares.) Although the discount of the trust shares has 
fluctuated over time, it now stands at roughly 30%.  
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6. Rather than acknowledge that insolvency and face the consequences, however, 

Defendants and Genesis lied again. Seeking to reassure Gemini to keep the Gemini Earn Program 

in place, Defendants falsely represented that DCG had absorbed the losses on the 3AC loans at the 

parent level, and that it was therefore “business as usual” at Genesis. Defendants even caused 

Genesis to issue a series of financial statements—prepared with the knowledge and active 

involvement of DCG—showing that DCG had infused $1.1 billion into Genesis as a near-term 

receivable that would allow Genesis to honor its obligations to depositors. DCG personnel—

including, for example, its then-Chief Operating Officer, Mark Murphy—participated in 

disseminating those misstatements, which creditors were told were prepared with assistance from 

the “Finance and Accounting teams at both DCG and Genesis.” As would later become clear, 

however, DCG did not actually absorb the losses, and Genesis remained wildly insolvent. 

7. Defendant Silbert personally went to great lengths to keep creditors in the dark, 

perpetuating the lie that DCG had stepped in to “absorb” the 3AC losses. For example, 

immediately upon learning in mid-October that Gemini had given 30 days’ notice of its termination 

of the Gemini Earn Program, Silbert personally contacted one of Gemini’s founders to arrange a 

face-to-face lunch meeting. At that meeting, Silbert urged Gemini to continue the Gemini Earn 

Program. Silbert knew that Genesis was massively insolvent, but did not disclose that fact to 

Gemini. Indeed, Silbert went far beyond that fraudulent omission, representing to Gemini that, 

although the Genesis loan portfolio was “complex,” it could be successfully unwound within a 

reasonable period of time. That is, Silbert told Gemini that Genesis faced only a short-term 

mismatch in the timing of its loan portfolio, concealing the reality that Genesis had a massive hole 

in its balance sheet and would be unable to honor its obligations to Gemini and others, because 

DCG had not actually assumed the 3AC losses. In direct reliance on Silbert’s misrepresentations, 
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Gemini elected to delay the termination of the Gemini Earn Program—and not to explore the 

possibility of pursuing more rapid termination or other relief, as Gemini would have done if Silbert 

had stated the truth. 

8. In mid-November, following the much-publicized collapse of the cryptocurrency 

exchange FTX, Genesis disclosed that it had financial exposure to FTX, and Genesis depositors 

began invoking their contractual rights to recall their loans. Genesis refused to honor its obligations 

and suspended all withdrawals of borrowed cryptocurrency. Defendants ultimately revealed that 

the $1.1 billion infusion by DCG was, in reality, a mere promissory note that was not due until 

2032 (and paid a measly 1% interest in the meantime). Thus, far from absorbing the losses Genesis 

suffered on its loans to 3AC, DCG had made only a theoretical, paper investment in Genesis that 

was (on any plausible present-value basis) worth a small fraction of the investment Defendants 

had publicly claimed to have made. And of particularly immediate concern, a promise by DCG to 

pay Genesis cash in 10 years offered Genesis no practical ability to honor its obligations to the 

Gemini Earn Lenders and other depositors—hence Genesis’s suspension of all withdrawals. It is 

now clear that Defendants conspired with Genesis to conceal from depositors the fact that the 3AC 

losses had mortally wounded Genesis, and that DCG had not actually stepped in to preserve 

Genesis’s ability to meet its obligations to depositors. Rather, Defendants and Genesis lied over 

and over again to keep the revenue flowing. 

9. In the months since, Gemini has worked tirelessly toward a solution that would 

result in the return of assets to the Gemini Earn Lenders. Despite paying public lip service to that 

goal, however, Defendants have now revealed their transparent intent to conceal their own 

misconduct and blame it entirely on Genesis. To that end, on January 19, 2023, Genesis filed a 

petition for relief under Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code. Since then, Gemini has worked with 
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other parties in the bankruptcy to reach agreement on a consensual restructuring that would 

maximize recovery for Gemini Earn Lenders from Genesis in the bankruptcy proceedings without 

prolonged delay. Despite Defendants’ central role in the collapse of Genesis, they continue to deny 

financial responsibility, and Genesis remains mired in Chapter 11 proceedings with no end in sight. 

10. Because Defendants are not debtors in Genesis’s bankruptcy, they are not entitled 

to the benefits of the Bankruptcy Code’s automatic stay and thus cannot further delay their day of 

reckoning. And Gemini has been directly harmed by Defendants’ wrongful campaign of fraud: 

Following Genesis’s breach of its obligations under the Gemini Earn MLAs by suspending 

withdrawals on November 16, 2022, dozens of claims have been asserted against Gemini seeking, 

among other things, the return of digital assets loaned to Genesis and other damages relating to the 

Gemini Earn Program. Gemini is vigorously defending itself in those proceedings, and is confident 

of its ultimate success. But Gemini has already incurred millions of dollars in attorney’s fees and 

litigation expenses in defending against these claims and in Genesis’s Chapter 11 proceeding. That 

sum—which continues to grow by day—is a direct result of Defendants’ fraud.  

11. This proceeding seeks to hold Defendants accountable for their repeated lies to 

Gemini, and for the consequences of their unlawful scheme with Genesis. 

THE PARTIES, JURISDICTION, AND VENUE 

12. Plaintiff Gemini Trust Company, LLC is a trust company organized under the laws 

of the State of New York with its principal place of business in New York, New York. Gemini 

operates a cryptocurrency platform that enables its users to buy, sell, and store cryptocurrencies. 

Beginning in 2021, Gemini, in its capacity as its users’ agent, entered into the Gemini Earn MLAs 

with Genesis to enable participating Gemini Earn Lenders to lend their digital assets to Genesis.  

13. Defendant Digital Currency Group, Inc. is a cryptocurrency conglomerate that is 

the ultimate parent company of Genesis and various other non-parties operating in the digital asset 
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industry under the DCG corporate umbrella. DCG is a corporation organized under the laws of the 

State of Delaware, with its corporate headquarters in Stamford, Connecticut. Upon information 

and belief, DCG was headquartered in New York County, New York until late 2021 or early 2022.  

14. Defendant Barry Silbert is the founder and chief executive officer of Defendant 

DCG, as well as the founder of Genesis and other non-parties operating in the digital asset industry 

under the DCG corporate umbrella. Upon information and belief, Silbert resides in Rye, New 

York. 

15. Non-party Genesis Global Capital, LLC is a provider of lending and borrowing 

services for digital assets and fiat currency. It is a limited liability company organized under the 

laws of Delaware with its principal place of business in New Jersey. Its ultimate parent company 

is Defendant DCG.  

16. Jurisdiction is proper under CPLR § 302 because the claims asserted herein arise 

from business transacted by Defendants in the State of New York and/or from the commission of 

tortious acts by Defendants within the State of New York. To the extent that the tortious acts set 

forth herein are deemed to have been committed outside the State of New York, those tortious acts 

have caused injury to Gemini within the State of New York and Defendants (i) regularly do or 

solicit business, and/or engage in a persistent course of conduct, and/or derive substantial revenue 

from goods used or consumed or services rendered, in the State of New York; and/or (ii) expected 

or should reasonably have expected those tortious acts to have consequences in the State of New 

York and derive substantial revenue from interstate or international commerce. In addition, 

jurisdiction as to Defendant Silbert is proper under CPLR § 301 because, upon information and 

belief, Silbert is a resident of the State of New York.  
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17. Venue is proper here because Plaintiff Gemini is a resident of New York County, 

New York. See CPLR § 503(a). In addition, a substantial part of the events or omissions giving 

rise to the claims asserted herein occurred in New York County, New York. See id. Among other 

things, and as described below, Defendants’ fraudulent misrepresentations were transmitted to 

Plaintiff Gemini in New York County, New York. Defendant DCG was, until recently, 

headquartered in New York County, New York, and upon information and belief, DCG continues 

to maintain substantial operations in New York County, New York.  

FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

A. The Genesis/DCG Group 

18. According to information posted on DCG website prior to Genesis’s bankruptcy, 

“Genesis provides the full suite of services global investors require for their digital asset portfolios. 

It offers digital asset OTC lending, institutional lending, and prime services.”  

19. Genesis is one of several companies within the “Genesis/DCG Group” that is 

ultimately owned by DCG. Here is an organizational chart of the “Genesis/DCG Group” provided 

by Genesis to Gemini: 
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20. DCG and Silbert are and were at all relevant times actively involved in the 

operations of Genesis. DCG and Silbert personally were involved in the fraud described below.  

21. One particularly important part of the DCG portfolio is Grayscale Investments, 

LLC (“Grayscale”). Grayscale is another wholly owned subsidiary of DCG. Grayscale is the 

sponsor of the Grayscale Bitcoin Trust BTC (“the Bitcoin Trust”). The Bitcoin Trust is a closed-

end fund that holds bitcoin; the Bitcoin Trust permits accredited investors to contribute bitcoin in 

exchange for shares of the Bitcoin Trust (stock ticker: GBTC). The Bitcoin Trust was developed 

to allow investors to purchase trust shares that provided exposure to the bitcoin marketplace 

without having to directly hold actual bitcoin. 

B. Genesis’s Lending Business And Deposit Relationships 

22. Since the launch of its lending business in March 2018, Genesis has been among 

the largest lenders in the cryptocurrency industry. It has been responsible for more than $244.4 

billion in cumulative loan originations during that period—including loans denominated in various 
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cryptocurrency assets and in U.S. dollars.2 At the height of its lending business, in November 2021, 

Genesis had more than $16 billion in active loans outstanding.3 

23. Genesis obtained capital to fund its lending by borrowing from depositors, via loans 

denominated in various cryptocurrency assets or in U.S. dollars. Its business model was to earn 

profits based on a spread between the rates paid to depositors to borrow their assets and the rates 

it could receive from borrowers in exchange for lending those assets.  

24. In February 2021, Gemini began offering a new program, called Gemini Earn, that 

gave Gemini’s users the opportunity to choose to loan their digital assets to Genesis. 

25. Lending by such Gemini Earn Lenders is governed by three-party Gemini Earn 

MLAs, each of which is executed by an individual Gemini Earn Lender, by Genesis as Borrower, 

and by Gemini as Custodian and authorized agent for the Gemini Earn Lender. The Gemini Earn 

MLAs set forth general terms of the lending relationship, while individual loan transactions are 

effectuated and recorded through Gemini Earn’s online interface.  

26. As of the filing of Genesis’s Chapter 11 proceeding in January 2023, Gemini Earn 

Lenders had loans outstanding to Genesis worth hundreds of millions of dollars in the aggregate.4 

                                                 
2 See Genesis Q3 2022 Market Observations 4, https://info.genesistrading.com/hubfs/

quarterly-reports/2022/Genesis22Q3QuarterlyReport.pdf.  

3See Genesis Q4 2021 Market Observations 6 https://link.genesistrading.com/34ywD3c.  

4 On May 22, 2023, Gemini, acting in accordance with the Bar Date Order entered by the 
bankruptcy court in Genesis’s Chapter 11 proceeding, asserted a claim on behalf of the Gemini 
Earn Lenders for an amount exceeding $1.122 billion. That amount, however, was asserted to 
preserve all claims against Genesis (and its affiliated Chapter 11 debtors) in the broadest fashion, 
and thus does not account for the value of certain foreclosed collateral and reserve amounts. 
Gemini specifically reserved the right to apply that foreclosed value and reserve amount to the 
outstanding debts owed by Genesis to the Gemini Earn Lenders, which would have the effect of 
reducing Genesis’s aggregate liability to the Gemini Earn Lenders.  
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C. Genesis Induces Depositors To Lend By Assuring Them That It Responsibly 
Manages Its Loan Portfolio 

27. Prior to the events described in this Complaint, Genesis had a good reputation in 

the industry and was viewed as very sophisticated. 

28. In order to induce potential depositors to lend their assets, Genesis depicted itself 

as a careful and responsible financial institution. For example, its website described Genesis as a 

“Trusted Partner.” 

29. When Genesis sought to initiate the Gemini Earn Program and begin its lending 

relationships with Gemini Earn Lenders, Genesis shared its “Overview of Enterprise Credit Risk 

Management” (the “Overview”). That document declared that Genesis had “many levers to pull to 

ensure Genesis is well protected, including collateral, calculated exposure limits based on 

quantitative and qualitative due-diligence, margin management, ongoing transparency and 

financial updates, and macro hedging tools.” It emphasized Genesis’s “ability to responsibly 

manage credit risk and face zero defaults” and to “maintain a consistently high level of 

creditworthiness across our entire loan portfolio.” 

30. In the Overview, Genesis assured that, “[a]side from credit extension, Genesis 

primarily lends on an ‘over-collateralized’ basis – i.e., the collateral pledged exceeds the value of 

the loan.” With respect to unsecured credit, Genesis promised that “it would not extend credit 

unless we believe it’s rightfully earned and appropriate within the context of the relationship, trade, 

and time of issuance.” 

31. Genesis used the Overview to give Gemini the clear impression that Genesis was a 

responsible financial institution, touting purportedly sound risk-management practices and a safe 

loan book.  
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D. Genesis Makes False Representations Of Solvency 

32. A core requirement for many Genesis depositors was an assurance that Genesis was 

and would remain solvent. 

33. Thus, in the Gemini Earn MLAs, Genesis warranted to Gemini and each 

participating Gemini Earn Lender: 

[Genesis] hereby make[s] the following representations and warranties, which 
shall continue during the term of this Agreement and any Loan hereunder: 
. . . 

(e) [Genesis] represents and warrants that it is not insolvent and is not subject to 
any bankruptcy or insolvency proceedings under any applicable laws.5 

34. The “Solvency Warranty” quoted above was material. It has two particularly 

important features. 

35. First, the Solvency Warranty “shall continue” during the term of the Gemini Earn 

MLAs. Accordingly, Genesis continued to warrant that it was solvent at all times, even after it 

unlawfully paused withdrawals by depositors. 

36. Second, Genesis made the Solvency Warranty every time an individual depositor 

made a Loan to Genesis pursuant to a Gemini Earn MLA—deposits that Genesis continued to 

accept right up until it suspended withdrawals. Each time Genesis accepted a loan after it was 

insolvent, that was an individual act of fraud. 

37. Facts demonstrating that Genesis had been—and was known to be—insolvent for 

months are alleged below. 

                                                 
5  Unless otherwise stated, all emphasis added. 
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E. Genesis’s Accumulation Of $2.3 Billion Exposure To 3AC 

38. Genesis’s calculated facade as a responsible actor—and thus a responsible 

counterparty to whom Gemini Earn Lenders trusted their assets—proved to be entirely fictitious 

in the wake of the 3AC collapse. 

39. In June 2022, rumors swirled that Genesis had outsized exposure to 3AC, a large 

crypto-focused hedge fund that had managed around $10 billion in assets at its peak, but which 

had recently collapsed.  

40. On June 17, 2022, Michael Moro, Genesis’s then-CEO, sought to reassure the 

market by posting on Twitter “that we carefully and thoughtfully mitigated our losses with a large 

counterparty who failed to meet a margin call to us earlier this week. No client funds are impacted. 

We sold and/or hedged all of the liquid collateral on hand to minimize any downside.”6 Moro was 

absolutely clear that the losses would not affect Genesis’s ongoing business: “We will actively 

pursue recovery on any potential residual loss through all means available, however our potential 

loss is finite and can be netted against our own balance sheet as an organization. We have 

shed the risk and moved on.” 

41. News subsequently emerged that liquidators had been appointed for 3AC in the 

British Virgin Islands. 

42. At that point, on July 6, 2022, Moro returned to Twitter and offered additional 

reassurances to the market. He explained that, “[w]e previously stated in June that we mitigated 

our losses with respect to a large counterparty who failed to meet a margin call. Now that the BVI 

bankruptcy process has commenced, we can confirm that the counterparty was Three Arrows 

                                                 
6 https://twitter.com/michaelmoro/status/1537822423806009344  
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Capital.”7 Moro asserted that “[t]he loans to this counterparty had a weighted average margin 

requirement of over 80%. Once they were unable to meet the margin call requirements, we 

immediately sold collateral and hedged our downside.” He then claimed that, “[s]ince then, we 

worked with [DCG] to find the optimal strategy to further isolate the risk. DCG has assumed 

certain liabilities of Genesis related to this counterparty to ensure we have the capital to 

operate and scale our business for the long-term.” In sum, Moro asserted that “[w]e deploy a 

number of risk management strategies to ring-fence our portfolio and utilize all capabilities to 

mitigate losses quickly and effectively.”  

43. As details continued to emerge from 3AC’s liquidation proceeding, the scale of 

Genesis’s losses—and the scale of its recklessness—became clear. At the time of 3AC’s collapse, 

3AC owed an astonishing $2.36 billion to Genesis (via 3AC’s obligations to Genesis’s Singapore-

based affiliate). And although Moro had asserted that 3AC’s loans had a collateralization 

requirement in excess of 80%, Genesis was able to realize just $1.16 billion when it liquidated 

3AC’s position. That is, Genesis held collateral ultimately worth less than 50% of the outstanding 

loan amount, suffering a loss of roughly $1.2 billion at the time 3AC’s liquidation commenced. 

And Genesis had little hope of recovering any substantial value from 3AC’s liquidation, as 3AC’s 

founders had absconded and left the liquidators searching for assets to distribute to creditors. 

44. 3AC’s house of cards—which collapsed so calamitously—was the product of 

conflicts of interest, self-dealing, and sham governance within the broader DCG corporate family. 

45. 3AC borrowed from Genesis to fund a risky Net Asset Value (“NAV”) trade by 

which 3AC attempted to capture the premium on the shares of the Grayscale Bitcoin Trust. The 

Bitcoin Trust was founded by Silbert in 2013; as noted above, the Bitcoin Trust holds bitcoin and 

                                                 
7 https://twitter.com/michaelmoro/status/1544733042849320960 
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permits accredited investors to contribute bitcoin in exchange for shares (ticker: GBTC). Newly 

issued GBTC shares cannot be transferred or sold for a period of six months after issuance 

(formerly, twelve months after issuance).  

46. At the time 3AC began its trade, GBTC shares traded at a significant premium to 

the NAV of the trust—i.e., the market price of trust shares was greater than the market value of 

the underlying bitcoin held by the trust. That premium opened up the possibility of a profitable 

NAV trade: An investor like 3AC could borrow to source bitcoin, contribute that bitcoin to the 

Bitcoin Trust in exchange for new GBTC shares, hold the GBTC shares for the required holding 

period, and then sell the GBTC shares at a premium in order to repay the bitcoin loan and earn a 

profit. The success of that strategy depended on GBTC shares continuing to trade at a premium to 

the NAV of the trust once the six-month holding period for new GBTC shares had run. 

47. It was in DCG’s (and Silbert’s) interest to fuel the creation of new GBTC shares in 

this reckless manner because Grayscale—another wholly owned subsidiary of DCG—receives 

significant compensation as the Sponsor of the Bitcoin Trust. For administering the trust’s 

operations, Grayscale collects a 2.0% annual fee calculated by reference to the NAV—i.e., the 

market value of its underlying bitcoin holdings. This means that the issuance of new GBTC 

shares—which requires the contribution of new bitcoin into the trust—increases the fee that is paid 

to Grayscale. And because operation of the Bitcoin Trust requires only trivial expenses, that fee is 

nearly all profit for Grayscale—and ultimately for DCG, its corporate parent, and Silbert, DCG’s 

controlling shareholder.  

48. During the first quarter of 2021, the market shifted and GBTC’s premium to NAV 

flipped to a discount. In other words, GBTC shares were now worth significantly less than the 

market value of the underlying bitcoin that has been contributed to the trust. And that discount has 
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both persisted and fluctuated over time—leading to significant losses for investors, such as 3AC, 

who had bet that GBTC could be sold for more than the value of the underlying bitcoin that they 

contributed to the Bitcoin Trust to create their GBTC shares.  

49. Put simply, if Genesis had been acting in furtherance of its own independent 

interests, it is inconceivable that it would have extended unsecured credit in such an astronomical 

amount to any single counterparty—let alone to a hedge fund engaged in the risky NAV trade that 

3AC was pursuing. Genesis behaved in this reckless and irresponsible manner because it had 

conspired with DCG and Silbert—who stood to directly benefit from the increase of bitcoin in the 

Bitcoin Trust and resulting Grayscale fees. 

F. Defendants Fraudulently Induce Depositors To Continue Lending By 
Misrepresenting DCG’s Support For Genesis And Genesis’s Financial 
Condition 

1. Genesis Repeatedly Invokes DCG’s Supposed Support 

50. In the aftermath of 3AC’s collapse—and the public revelation of Genesis’s $1.2 

billion loss—Genesis’s prospects were tied directly to assurances that DCG, its corporate parent, 

had absorbed the losses. As noted above, Genesis CEO Michael Moro assured the public that 

Genesis had “worked with [DCG] to find the optimal strategy to further isolate the risk” stemming 

from 3AC’s collapse, and that “DCG has assumed certain liabilities of Genesis related to this 

counterparty to ensure we have the capital to operate and scale our business for the long-term.” 

And weeks earlier, he had told the public that the “potential loss is finite and can be netted against 

our own balance sheet as an organization,” assuring that Genesis had “shed the risk and moved 

on.” 

51. Other Genesis employees offered similar assurances on behalf of the company.  

52. On July 18, 2022, when Genesis had learned that information regarding its losses 

from the 3AC collapse would soon be reported publicly, Matt Ballensweig, then Managing 
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Director and Co-Head of both Trading and Lending for Genesis contacted a Gemini Senior 

Associate for Market Risk by Telegram Messenger to “get ahead” of the news. Ballensweig 

reassured Gemini that “[n]one of this is new information” and that “all of our loses [sic] have 

already been absorbed by DCG/realized on our balance sheet.” He further reassured that “all of 

the losses have already been reflected and are with DCG.” 

53. These misrepresentations were also made to other Genesis depositors. For example, 

Hamill Serrant of Genesis stated in a July 3, 2022 email to another depositor that “we’re still 

working through the final accounting on the total residual loss,” which would be reflected in 

forthcoming financial statements, but added that Genesis had “netted any losses against our own 

organizations [sic] balance sheet.”  

54. On July 18, 2022, Ballensweig assured another Genesis depositor that “at this time, 

all of the losses to 3AC have already been absorbed at our parent company, DCG – Genesis’ 

balance sheet remains strong and we continue to operate BAU [i.e., business as usual].” He added 

that “[t]he residual losses were what was absorbed by DCG directly.” 

55. In each instance, Genesis’s statements were deliberately calculated to represent that 

DCG had stepped in to provide an immediate injection of capital to offset the $1.2 billion loss that 

Genesis incurred as a result of 3AC’s collapse—such that the loss would not affect Genesis’s 

depositors. 

2. In Actuality, DCG Provided Only A Ten-Year, 1% Promissory Note 
Worth (At Most) A Fraction Of Its $1.1 Billion Face Value 

56. Behind-the-scenes, however, DCG and Genesis had agreed to a sham transaction 

that hardly resembles the story that they were telling to creditors and the public. In particular, on 

June 30, 2022, Defendant Silbert executed an unsecured promissory note on behalf of Defendant 

DCG payable to Genesis in the amount of $1.1 billion (the “DCG Promissory Note”). This 
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permitted Genesis to put the DCG Promissory Note as an asset on its balance sheet, purportedly to 

“offset” the $1.2 billion loss it incurred from 3AC’s collapse. In reality, however, the fair market 

value of the promissory note was just a small fraction of its $1.1 billion face amount. The note 

would not mature for 10 years—not until June 30, 2032—and bears interest at a rate of just 1%, 

which is vastly below the market interest rate that DCG would be required to pay for unsecured 

borrowing. 

57. Genesis had told its depositors that the 3AC losses had been “assumed” or 

“absorbed” by DCG—that is, that Genesis had already been made whole for the entirety of its $1.2 

billion loss. But the promissory note did no such thing. Nor did the promissory note improve 

Genesis’s immediate liquidity position. In practical terms, the promissory note was a mere paper 

obligation—an accounting trick designed to make it appear as if Genesis had positive equity and 

was actually able to meet its obligations to its depositors, without requiring DCG to commit the 

financial support that would have been required to actually make Genesis whole for its losses. 

3. DCG And Genesis Misrepresent The Nature Of The DCG Promissory 
Note And Genesis’s Financial Condition 

58. The DCG Promissory Note is dated June 30, 2022. Almost immediately upon 

execution, DCG and Genesis began misrepresenting the nature of this note and, more generally, 

Genesis’s financial condition. 

59. For starters, no one from DCG or Genesis corrected Moro’s false and misleading 

public statements about the support that Genesis had supposedly received from DCG.  

60. To make matters worse, DCG and Genesis also distributed a series of fictitious 

financial reports, accompanied by false and misleading statements about the support Genesis had 

supposedly received from DCG. Those reports and misstatements were themselves designed to 

hide the truth from Genesis depositors.  
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61. For example, on July 6, 2022, representatives of Genesis spoke to Gemini 

representatives (the “July 6 Call”). People participating from Gemini wanted accurate information 

about Genesis’s financial condition.  

62. During the July 6 Call, Genesis representatives made false and misleading 

statements about Genesis’s financial condition. These included false statements about Genesis 

assets and the nature of the collateral it was holding against loans Genesis had made. 

63. Following the July 6 Call, Matt Ballensweig of Genesis sent an email to Gemini 

(the “July 6 Email”) attaching three documents. The July 6 Email and its attachments contained 

multiple false statements. 

64. One attachment to the July 6 Email is a document entitled “Three Arrows Post-

Mortem.” This document stated, in part:  

We previously stated in June that we mitigated our losses with respect to a large 
counterparty who failed to meet a margin call. Now that the BVI bankruptcy 
process has commenced, we can confirm that the counterparty was Three Arrows 
Capital. 

The loans to this counterparty had a weighted average margin requirement of over 
80%. Once they were unable to meet the margin call requirements, we immediately 
sold collateral and hedged our downside. 

Since then, we worked with DCG to find the optimal strategy to further isolate the 
risk. DCG has assumed certain liabilities of Genesis related to this counterparty 
to ensure we have the capital to operate and scale our business for the long-term. 

65. Statements in the “Three Arrows Post-Mortem” were false. It was not true that 

“DCG has assumed certain liabilities of Genesis.” It was not true that Genesis ensured that it had 

the “capital to operate . . . for the long term.” 

66. The second document attached to the July 6 Email is entitled “Gemini Risk Metric 

Request” and has a section titled “Financial Position per Asset.” It included the following table: 
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67. The table in the Gemini Risk Metric Request document is a fraud, because it 

includes the DCG Promissory Note as a “Current Asset” (within “Other Assets”). 

68. As a matter of generally accepted accounting principles—and common 

understanding—a “current asset” refers to cash and other resources that are reasonably expected 

to be realized in cash within a one-year period.8 The term thus specifically excludes amounts that 

are owed by an affiliate but are not collectible in the ordinary course of business within a year.9 

69. By including the promissory note at its full-face value within the category of 

“Current Assets,” Genesis falsely represented that there was $1.1 billion in value on its balance 

sheet that could be collected in cash within one year. The promissory note is worth only a fraction 

of its notional value and does not mature for 10 years. The note is plainly not a current asset, but 

Genesis falsely presented it as one in order to lull Gemini into continuing the Gemini Earn 

Program. 

70. It is not a matter of conjecture that the DCG Promissory Note is included in the 

“Current Assets” category in the Financial Position per Asset table. Gemini specifically inquired 

about this and received more lies from Genesis in response. 

                                                 
8 See, e.g., FASB Accounting Standards Codification ¶¶ 210-10-45-1, 210-10-45-3.  

9 See, e.g., FASB Accounting Standards Codification ¶ 210-10-45-1.d; id. ¶ 210-10-45-4.c 
(“current assets” do not encompass “Receivables arising from unusual transactions (such as . . . 
loans or advances to affiliates, officers, or employees) that are not expected to be collected within 
12 months.”).  
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71. On July 27, 2022, a Gemini representative sent Genesis an email inquiring about 

the “Other Assets” row in the “Current Assets” column (as depicted by Genesis in a subsequent 

iteration of the Financial Position per Asset table) and highlighted it: 

  

72. Gemini’s question on July 27, 2022 was: 

Do we know what’s included in the $2.2bn other assets? Are they all crypto or a 
mix of crypto and non-crypto? Can you please shed some light on this? 

 
73. On July 28, 2022, a Genesis employee sent this response: 

“Other assets” is a real-time metric where we looked to replicate, digital currency loans 
receivable on a real-time basis. This is comprised of a $500mm in alts, $500mm Grayscale 
shares, $1.1bn in receivables from related parties. 

74. Genesis’s July 28, 2022 statement thus confirms that the $1.1 billion DCG 

Promissory Note was included in the “Other Assets” row in the “Current Assets” column 

represented on the documents given to Gemini. That was fraudulent. The DCG Promissory Note 

was not “receivable on a real-time basis.” 

75. In addition, the Risk Metric report shared with Gemini on July 6 contained another 

section, labeled “Loan Book Metrics,” in which Genesis purported to provide information 

regarding (among other things) the weighted average duration of its outstanding portfolio of loans. 

The Loan Book Metrics table stated, falsely, that the overall weighted average duration of 

Genesis’s outstanding loans was just 54.3 days: 
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76. Genesis’s statement that the weighted average duration of Genesis’s outstanding 

loans was just 54.3 days was yet another fraud, because that calculation excluded the $1.1 billion 

DCG Promissory Note and its 10-year duration. Had the DCG Promissory Note been included, 

upon information and belief, the resulting calculation would have yielded a weighted average loan 

duration of more than 765 days—approximately 14 times the figure that Genesis falsely reported. 

Genesis excluded the DCG Promissory Note from its loan-duration calculations in order to conceal 

the existence and terms of the DCG Promissory Note from Genesis’s depositors, thereby 

misrepresenting Genesis’s true financial position.  

77. Another attachment to the July 6 Email purported to be Genesis’s balance sheet as 

of June 30, 2022. This document also materially misrepresented Genesis’s financial condition. 

78. As with the “Financial Position per Asset” table, the balance sheet did not disclose 

the existence of the $1.1 billion promissory note. Instead, apparently, the note was included as an 

asset on the balance sheet in a line item labeled “Receivable from related parties”—which had a 

stated value of approximately $1.137 billion. The note was included on the balance sheet at its full 

face value of $1.1 billion, even though, as discussed above, its true fair value was only a small 

fraction of that amount.  
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79. The purpose of misrepresenting the note’s value is obvious: Despite including the 

note at its full face value, the balance sheet showed “Total member’s equity” of just $92.5 million. 

If the note had been included on the balance sheet at any reasonable estimate of its fair value, it 

would have disclosed that Genesis was insolvent by at least hundreds of millions of dollars. 

80. In the following weeks and months, Genesis made numerous other false statements 

to Gemini. These included, for example, updates to the false “Risk Metric” document described 

above, which contained the same Financial Position per Asset table that falsely included the DCG 

Promissory Note as a Current Asset. These updates were shared on a regular (sometimes daily) 

basis with Gemini. 

4. DCG Is Responsible For Genesis’s False Statements To Depositors 

81. DCG itself misled Gemini and Genesis depositors, conspired with Genesis, and 

aided and abetted Genesis’s efforts to mislead through false financial reporting. 

82. As an initial matter, although DCG should and could have corrected Moro’s public 

statements regarding the nature of DCG’s support for Genesis, it failed to do so. DCG knew, or 

reasonably should have known, that Genesis’s depositors would rely on Moro’s statements 

regarding DCG’s support. DCG’s silence in the face of Moro’s misstatements demonstrates that 

DCG likewise intended to mislead depositors.  

83. Even more troubling, key DCG officers and employees directly participated in 

the effort to mislead. For example, on July 18, 2022, in response to an email exchange with 

another Genesis depositor regarding the possibility of a parent guaranty of Genesis’s borrowing 

from DCG, Matt Ballensweig suggested the depositor’s representative speak with DCG’s then-

Chief Operating Officer, Mark Murphy. Ballensweig stated: “I’ve broached the topic of a 

guarantee with Mark Murphy, DCG’s COO and before we get there, I think it would make sense 

for you guys to set up a call to go through how DCG has viewed the loss and their plans to support 
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Genesis in perpetuity. There are many implications of establishing a formal guarantee but I think 

for starters you guys should hop on a call. Let me know if that works and we’ll set something up 

this week.” 

84. On July 19, 2022, Murphy held a call with that depositor’s representative. In 

substance, speaking on behalf of DCG, Murphy reiterated the false story that had previously been 

shared with the depositor in the same “Three Arrows Post-Mortem” document that Genesis had 

sent to Gemini. Murphy stated that DCG stepped in to absorb Genesis’s losses on its 3AC 

exposure, and he stated that those losses had been netted against DCG’s balance sheet. He further 

stated that, following DCG’s support, Genesis was well capitalized to continue doing business as 

normal in the future. And he reassured the depositor that Genesis was among the most important 

parts of the broader DCG empire, that DCG had big plans for Genesis’s future business, and that 

DCG was committed to providing ongoing support to Genesis to allow the company to continue 

growing.  

85. Each of these statements—made by Murphy on behalf of DCG—was false. 

Genesis’s losses were not absorbed by DCG or netted against DCG’s balance sheet. Genesis was 

insolvent, not well capitalized. And, as evidenced by DCG’s failure to provide even the support 

that Genesis had publicly claimed in the aftermath of 3AC’s collapse, DCG in fact had no plans to 

continue providing ongoing support to Genesis in order to permit Genesis to avoid failure and 

continue growing. 

86. Murphy made these affirmative misrepresentations as part of DCG’s ongoing 

conspiracy with Genesis.  

87. Thereafter, Murphy and other DCG representatives were copied on email 

exchanges in which Genesis continued to provide false information in response to the depositor’s 
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requests for information. For example, on July 26, 2022, Mark Murphy, then DCG’s Chief 

Operating Officer, was copied on an email exchange in which Genesis’s Matt Ballensweig made 

a series of false statements in response to inquiries from the depositor. Ballensweig explained that 

his response had been prepared with assistance from the “Finance and Accounting teams at both 

DCG and Genesis.” 

88. As part of that response, Ballensweig provided details about approximately $1.8 

billion in lending from Genesis to affiliated entities that had been disclosed in Genesis’s prior 

reports. Ballensweig falsely stated that Genesis had approximately $922 million in outstanding 

loans to DCG—an amount that purposefully omitted the $1.1 billion promissory note that 

Defendants sought to conceal from Genesis’s depositors. At the same time, Ballensweig falsely 

stated that DCG had “assumed the $1.1bn loan on June 30, 2022”—a misrepresentation calculated 

to reassure the depositor that Genesis had already been made whole for its loss on the 3AC loans. 

That was entirely fictitious, but Murphy made no effort to correct Ballensweig’s 

misrepresentations. Nor did Ronald DiPrete, DCG’s Head of Special Projects, Finance, who was 

also copied on the exchange.  

89. Later, on August 16, 2022, Murphy and DiPrete were copied (along with Jason 

Yacavone, a Director in DCG’s Investments group) when Genesis’s Hamill Serrant sent an 

updated Genesis balance sheet to the same depositor. The updated balance sheet, dated as of July 

29, 2022, once again falsely included the $1.1 billion promissory note at its full face value in a 

“Receivable from related parties” line item. Even with that false entry, the balance sheet showed 

“Total member’s equity” of just $95.4 million. And once again, none of DCG’s representatives 

lifted a finger to correct the falsehood, preferring instead to keep the public and Genesis creditors 

in the dark.  
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90. During this period, DCG’s representatives were repeatedly copied on email 

exchanges with Genesis personnel, in which Genesis provided additional information in response 

to the depositor’s questions and requests. But DCG’s representatives never stated that the core 

premise of the parties’ discussions—namely, that DCG had already stepped in to absorb Genesis’s 

losses from its 3AC exposure—was false.  

91. The participation of DCG officers and employees in these communications 

demonstrates that the effort to mislead was an agreed-upon common scheme. The participation of 

DCG officers and employees in these communications also assisted Genesis in misleading Genesis 

depositors.  

92. More broadly, the basic nature of the promissory note also demonstrates that DCG 

was a willing participant in the scheme to mislead. After 3AC’s collapse triggered a $1.2 billion 

loss for Genesis, depositors had good reason to question Genesis’s liquidity and the solvency of 

its balance sheet. The note was (unbeknownst to depositors at the time) the basis of 

misrepresentations by Genesis that DCG had covered the loss. But a promissory note such as this 

would not be a rational response to depositors’ concerns: The note did not provide any short-term 

liquidity, and (on any reasonable statement of its actual present value on a balance sheet basis) the 

note represented at most a small fraction of Genesis’s loss on the 3AC loan. For both DCG and 

Genesis, the promissory note made sense only if its existence and terms could be concealed—

because doing so allowed DCG to pretend to support Genesis, without taking on the financial cost 

that would have been required to actually do so. Put simply, the terms of the promissory note 

were tailor-made to allow DCG and Genesis to conspire to deceive Genesis depositors. 

93. Eliminating any doubt that DCG and Genesis worked hand-in-hand on the 

deception, multiple present or former Genesis employees have stated as much in correspondence 
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with Genesis depositors. Those communications specifically confirm that DCG’s and Genesis’s 

finance and executive teams collaborated to prepare the false financial statements that were shared 

by Genesis. 

94. DCG and Genesis thus agreed to the misleading financial presentation that would 

conceal the promissory note’s existence and its terms from Genesis’s depositors. 

G. Barry Silbert Personally Intervenes To Induce Gemini To Continue The 
Gemini Earn Program 

95. Defendant Barry Silbert—DCG’s founder and CEO—personally participated in 

perpetuating the lie that Genesis was solvent and capable of honoring its obligations. On the 

afternoon of October 13, 2022 (following several direct discussions regarding the future of the 

Gemini Earn Program), Gemini sent an email to Genesis providing 30 days’ notice of the 

termination of the Gemini Earn Program and the Gemini Earn MLAs. Within 24 hours, Silbert 

personally emailed Cameron Winklevoss, co-founder of Gemini, seeking a face-to-face meeting. 

Silbert acknowledged that his request was prompted by the uncertain “future of the Gemini-

Genesis lending relationship.” Silbert posited that he and Cameron Winklevoss should be 

exploring “ways to take advantage of the crypto winter” and suggested that “there are a number of 

ways that Gemini-Genesis-DCG could more closely collaborate.”  

96. Silbert’s request resulted in a lunch meeting between Cameron Winklevoss and 

Silbert at a restaurant in New York City on October 22, 2022. At that lunch meeting, Silbert made 

numerous representations designed to induce Gemini not to discontinue the Earn program. Silbert 

was aware at the time that Genesis was massively insolvent, because—unbeknownst to Gemini 

and Genesis depositors—DCG had provided Genesis with a 10-year promissory note rather than 

assuming the 3AC losses as had been claimed. Silbert was further aware that DCG had not 

provided meaningful near-term liquidity to Genesis sufficient to allow Genesis to honor its 
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obligations, again contrary to statements made to Genesis depositors. Silbert disclosed none of 

those highly material facts regarding Genesis’s insolvency and lack of liquidity, even as he was 

urging Gemini to continue the Gemini Earn Program. 

97. Silbert did more than conceal those numerous material facts. Rather, he created a 

cover story that was designed to—and did, in fact—affirmatively misrepresent the reason why he 

was urging Gemini to continue the Earn program. Silbert represented that Genesis simply needed 

sufficient time to effect an orderly unwinding of its “complex” loan book, and that any difficulty 

that the termination of the Gemini Earn Program would cause for Genesis was merely a mismatch 

in the timing of Genesis’s loan positions. That is, Silbert affirmatively misrepresented that Genesis 

faced only a short-term timing mismatch between its outstanding loans and borrowing. 

98. In reality, as Silbert well knew, Genesis’s problems ran far deeper than a mere 

“timing” issue. Genesis had a gaping hole in its balance sheet, because the $1.1 billion of support 

that DCG had purportedly given Genesis in order to “assume” the Genesis 3AC losses was, in 

actuality, the 10-year-distant promissory note. As explained above, that note was worth (at most) 

a tiny fraction of its face value and offered no realistic prospect of allowing Genesis to meet its 

obligations as they came due. And the weighted average duration of Genesis’s outstanding loans 

was more than 765 days (or more than 2 years), hardly a short-term timing mismatch. Silbert 

pushed his cover story even further, suggesting that Genesis, DCG, and Gemini should explore an 

arrangement to collaborate closely in the future.  

99. Silbert’s misrepresentations had the desired effect. Relying on Silbert’s claims, 

Gemini elected to delay the termination of the Gemini Earn Program—and not to explore the 

possibility of pursuing more rapid termination or other relief, as Gemini would have done if Silbert 

had stated the truth.  
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100. Shortly after the meeting, Silbert also caused DCG to negotiate and enter into a 

November 10 tripartite agreement between and among Genesis, DCG, and Gemini. Pursuant to 

that agreement, DCG promised to transmit additional collateral in the amount of 31,180,804 shares 

of GBTC (valued in excess of $626.1 million as of July 6, 2023) to Genesis for the benefit of 

Gemini Earn Lenders. On information and belief, DCG transmitted the collateral to Genesis but 

did not instruct or allow Genesis to transfer that collateral to Gemini as agreed. But even assuming 

that DCG nominally fulfilled its contractual obligation, the real purpose of the agreement was a 

ruse. By purporting to demonstrate still further support for Genesis’s obligations in the form of 

collateral—despite knowing that Genesis was massively insolvent—DCG induced Gemini to 

continue the Gemini Earn Program. Gemini would not have done so if Silbert and DCG had come 

clean about Genesis’s true financial condition, rather than repeatedly misrepresenting it. 

101. Under these circumstances, Silbert and DCG were under a legal obligation not to 

conceal the true nature of Genesis’s financial condition. Silbert and DCG understood that Gemini 

was relying on the financial information and other representations provided by Genesis—

including, in particular, multiple assurances that Genesis’s losses relating to 3AC had been 

absorbed by DCG—as essential facts in deciding whether to terminate the Gemini Earn Program 

on the 30-day timeline Gemini had previously communicated. Moreover, the falsity of those 

representations was not discoverable by Gemini through ordinary diligence. Thus, Silbert and 

DCG were under a legal obligation to speak the truth and to correct those misrepresentations.  

102. Silbert’s partial disclosures regarding Genesis’s financial condition were equivalent 

to actual misrepresentations—made on DCG’s behalf—regarding Genesis’s solvency. In 

particular, Silbert’s assurances that Genesis’s problems were a mere “timing” issue were deliberate 

half-truths, calculated to mislead Gemini into concluding that Genesis was not in fact insolvent.  
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H. Genesis Refuses To Return Its Depositors’ Assets 

103. On November 16, 2022, Genesis announced via Twitter that it was suspending 

redemptions by its depositors, a decision that it attributed to market dislocation resulting from the 

collapse of Alameda Research, LLC and FTX.  

104. Genesis stated that “FTX events have created an unprecedented market, resulting 

in abnormal withdrawal requests, which have exceeded our current liquidity.” Genesis further 

stated that, “[i]n consultation with our professional financial advisors and counsel, we have taken 

the difficult decision to temporarily suspend redemptions and the new loan origination in the 

lending business.” 

105. Since November 16, Genesis has refused to honor redemption requests from its 

depositors and has failed to pay interest when due to those depositors. On January 19, 2023, 

Genesis filed a petition for Chapter 11 bankruptcy relief.  

I. Defendants’ Fraudulent Conduct Harms Gemini 

106. Gemini has been directly harmed by Defendants’ wrongful campaign of fraud.  

107. Following Genesis’s breach of its obligations under the Gemini Earn MLAs by 

suspending withdrawals on November 16, 2022, dozens of claims have been asserted against 

Gemini seeking, among other things, the return of digital assets loaned to Genesis and other 

damages relating to the Gemini Earn Program. Gemini is vigorously defending itself in those 

proceedings, and is confident of its ultimate success. But Gemini has already incurred more than 

$6.5 million in attorney’s fees and litigation expenses in defending against these claims and in 

Genesis’s Chapter 11 proceeding.  

108. That sum—which continues to grow—is a direct result of Defendants’ fraud. 

Defendants’ fraudulent conduct was intended to—and did in fact—induce Gemini to continue the 

Gemini Earn Program and to refrain from terminating the Gemini Earn Program. But for 
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Defendants’ fraud, Gemini would not have kept the Gemini Earn Program in operation and would 

not have refrained from terminating the Gemini Earn Program—which in turn would have 

eliminated or reduced the claims asserted against Gemini relating to the Gemini Earn Program.  

CLAIMS FOR RELIEF 

COUNT I 
Fraud 

109. Gemini incorporates by reference the allegations contained in the preceding 

paragraphs as if fully set forth herein.  

110. As described above, Defendants made false representations to Gemini regarding 

Genesis’s financial condition and the support it had received from DCG, and Defendants concealed 

material facts regarding Genesis’s financial condition and the support it had received from DCG 

under circumstances in which Defendants were under a legal obligation to state the truth. 

111. Defendants knew that their representations were false and that their material 

omissions would convey false and misleading information to Gemini.  

112. Defendants intended that their representations and omissions would induce Gemini 

to keep the Gemini Earn Program in place and to refrain from terminating the Gemini Earn 

Program. 

113. Gemini reasonably relied on Defendants’ misrepresentations and omissions, 

because Defendants would be in the best position to understand and speak accurately about the 

support that Genesis had received from DCG and the resulting effect on Genesis’s financial 

condition.  

114. As a result of Gemini’s reliance on Defendants’ misrepresentations, Gemini has 

been materially and substantially harmed. In particular, because Gemini was induced to keep the 

Gemini Earn Program in place and to refrain from terminating the Gemini Earn Program, Gemini 
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has been exposed to claims by Gemini Earn Lenders who have been unable to withdraw their 

loaned assets from Genesis and has incurred significant attorney’s fees and litigation expenses in 

defending against those claims and in Genesis’s Chapter 11 proceeding.  

115. In addition, and as described above, Defendants have conspired with one another 

and with Genesis to engage in this fraudulent scheme. 

116. As a result of their conspiracy, Defendants are jointly liable for one another’s 

tortious conduct directed towards Gemini and for Genesis’s tortious conduct directed toward 

Gemini.  

117. Defendants’ fraudulent conduct was willful, egregious, and wanton such that 

punitive damages are warranted and appropriate. 

CLAIM II 
Aiding and Abetting Fraud  

 
118. Gemini incorporates by reference the allegations contained in the preceding 

paragraphs as if fully set forth herein. 

119. As described above, Defendants DCG and Silbert have aided and abetted Genesis 

in making fraudulent misrepresentations to Gemini with respect to Genesis’s financial condition 

and the support it received from DCG. Defendants DCG and Silbert knew about those 

misrepresentations, knew they were false, and rendered substantial assistance to Genesis in making 

them. For that reason, Defendants are jointly liable for one another’s tortious conduct directed 

towards Gemini and for Genesis’s tortious conduct directed toward Gemini. 

120. Defendants’ fraudulent conduct was willful, egregious, and wanton such that 

punitive damages are warranted and appropriate.  

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Gemini respectfully requests relief as follows:  
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A. An award of actual damages, in an amount to be determined based on 

the claims for relief outlined herein; 

B. An award of punitive damages, in an amount to be determined at trial 

based on the claims for relief outlined herein; 

C. A declaratory judgment that Defendants are liable to Gemini for any 

additional damages that Gemini may incur in the future based on the 

claims for relief outlined herein; 

D. Reasonable attorney’s fees; 

E. The costs of this proceeding;  

F. Any other relief that is deemed just and proper. 

 
Dated: July 7, 2023 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
Respectfully submitted,  
 
JFB LEGAL, PLLC  
By /s/ John F. Baughman 
John F. Baughman 
299 Broadway – Suite 1816 
New York, NY 10007 
(212) 548-3212 
 
WILLKIE FARR & GALLAGHER LLP  
Mark T. Stancil (pro hac vice forthcoming) 
Donald Burke (pro hac vice forthcoming) 
1875 K Street, N.W.  
Washington, DC 20006  
(202) 303-1000 
 
Attorneys for Gemini Trust Company, LLC 
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